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COMING
Date Club
Nov 17

NW

p

23-24

PAPO

Dec 1
Jan 25-26

C.D.O.A.
OY no.8 on Okama map. Atiamuri
part farm, part forest, part hilly.
(Signposted from SH 1 near Atiamuri).
Canterbury championships on Living Springs
and Van Asch maps, Christchurch. Pre-entry only.

W
C

Event/Location
Promotion event, Riverhead Forest, new map.
(Follow O-signs from turn-off on SH18 just
south of Riverhead).

17

24

EVENTS

Wellington Championships & badge event, at
Ngaumu Forest on Omega map.
Pre-entry.
One

T

Tree Hill Promotion Event. All Welcome.
Club AGM - please try to be there.
Taupo All Night Relays on new Rogue Bore map.

SUMMER SERIES EVENTS
Tuesday Evenings Start Times 5pm - 7pm
Jan 21
28
Feb

4

Dingle Dell
Auckland

Domain

One Tree Hill

11

Auckland Domain

18

St. Kentigern College

25

One Tree Hill

ORIENTEERING TIP # 6.
ERROR RECOGNITION

by Swampsox

If you can't find a control, admit that you have made an
error, keep calm, try again. Even though you are firmly
convinced that you stand in the centre of the circle, you must
not lose your head, on the contrary this is when you need it!
The one who believes that he will find the control in a few
seconds by aimless running about will often become disappointed
by this lottery method. This is gambling and you remove
yourself further into the unknown.
Orienteering Hint.
Accept the error at once — don't panic. Look for
adjacent collecting features, lines or points and try again.
The one who consistently and rapidly uses this method will
seldom lose more than 5 or 10 minutes.

BULLETIN BOARD
SPECIAL NOTICE TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS
December 1st Promotion Event/AGM
Parking in Haydn Avenue beside Cornwall Park, off Manukau Rd.
Definitely a fun event with start times open from 10 till 11.30.
At NOON will be a tug of war, followed by, wait for it........
A "Chocolate" scramble, no inverted umbrellas allowed.
The control sites and their descriptions may be a bit off beat and
there are probably a few errors, definitely!
AGM follows the choc's
Current Officers are standing for another year, so you wont be voted into
any office. However, we are looking for new faces on the committee, so
all who put themselves forward will be welcome.
So make a good day of the event and support those already nominated for
your committee.

7 Day Event Accommodation Co ordinator
Due to the heavy workload being experienced by those organising the 7 day event
in May next year, Phil Brodie is looking for someone to shoulder this responsibility.
Its not a big job - Motu Moana camp is already booked for the 9th to 13th May.
Simply a case of allocating people to bunks and campsites. If you can help,
please contact Phil.

ORIENTEERING TIP # 7.
PARALLEL ERRORS

by Swampsox

Rapidly recognise possible parallel errors. Even very
experienced competitiors make parallel errors: direction,
terrain, runnability, all can match and yet the control cannot
be found, because you have chosen a boundary line or ditch that
runs parallel to the line you are looking for. In making
parallel errors you mostly deviate, regarded in the running
direction, too early and seldom too late. You thus choose a
boundary or a ditch too early and have not the patience to
wait.
Similar errors may arise close to the control; this is
not really a proper parallel error but rather a confusion that
you must recognise at once. They occur where there are adjacent
locations similiar to the control; several boulders, two ditch
junctions, three depressions, two adjacent re-entrants etc.
Orienteering Hint.
When a discrepancy turns up, search the map for parallel
alternatives or in the vicinity of the control possibilities
for confusion and act accordingly.
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BACK TAHC
A.O.A.

30-10-85

DISCUSSION PAPER FOR AOA NIGHT CHAMPS. AND RELAY CHAMPS.
I feel the format for both these events needs reviewing
for 1986 after the low entries received in 1985. The views
in this paper are mine only, and this is intended as a
starting point only.
NIGHT CHAMPS.
It is now obvious that people do not want to go out
orienteering at night in the middle of winter. Therefore,
I feel this event should be held at the beginning, or end,
of summer, just before or after daylight saving. It should
be held on a FULL MOON night, so that there is a little light.
Most important of all, it should be made fun. A small
score event, possibly even using the same controls, should
be held in the afternoon, followed by a bar-b-que, with
the champs. proper starting at dusk. If possible a warm up
night event on a park map a couple of weeks prior should
also be held. This would get people used to competing in the
dark, and give them a chance to sort out gear.
RELAY CHAMPS.
As the open, junior and veteran grades were very poorly
supported this year they should be dropped entirely, and one
of the following options utilised.
1)
We should only run mixed A and mixed B, with restrictions
on which grades can run which legs. For example, mixed A
must have only 1 M/W21A, with no M/W21A's being allowed in
B grade. This would stay as teams of three, as a club/family
relay.
2)
The following is based on an idea from Keith Stone.
The relays be run on a similar basis as the KATOA PO all
night relays, but with teams of 5 instead 7. For example,
leg 1 would be short/easy for juniors, leg 2 medium/easy
for juniors/B grade, leg 3 long/hard for 21/35A, leg 4
medium/hard for 40+, leg 5 medium/hard for anybody.
This event would be for club teams and hopefully would
generate some real club spirit.
I look forward to your idea's after pulling mine
to pieces
!!
Phil Brodie.
CHAIRMAN.
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St.Mark's Catholic School
P.O. Box 51-184 452
phone: 565-296

Pakuranga Highway

PAKURANGA

Auckland

6 November 1985

Dear Sir,
At the Orienteering Championships we catered for 46 teams
representing all eight zones.
The six courses had been set in such a way as to allow all
children the opportunity for success and to this end we must
thank Vivienne Rix, the course setter, for a job well done.
In the boys results I see that the first two teams, Drury and
Sacred Heart College, were placed in the same order, as in the
zone championships, with the same time difference. Waiuku
Country took third place.
In the girls events we had a fantastic result with the first
eight teams being separated by only 4 minutes 43 seconds.
Very close competition indeed (compared with 34 minutes 50 seconds
for 1984!).
The sun shone brilliantly and the venue at Self's Farm, Mangere,
was ideal for the purpose of orienteering. Being the centre of a
volcanic crater it gave one the opportunity of seeing the
children (in the distance) as they progressed around part of
their courses.
Re. the state of orienteering in schools, I would estimate in
three or four zones orienteering to be well established but
hingeing on certain individual's commitment, that is why it was
so good to see in the boys second placed team, two boys who
trained their own school teams, with encouragement from a teacher.
Teachers - your encouragement is essential.
I was also disappointed to hear of a school in one zone (which
did not run a zone event) being refused entry into a neighbouring
zone. They had to ask a third zone to be able to compete!
This year I sent correspondence and entry forms to all Zone
Convenors (or chairperson if there wasn't one), with a copy
sent to Zone Chairpeople as well. Still we had a communication
problem in some zones.
I feel that people are going to have to rely on the Sports
Organisation Book more than they are. Especially as it has the
key personnel named for all sports.
Our thanks must go to all the Auckland Orienteering Clubs for
their assistance on the day. All Clubs were represented among
the officials and their help was greatly appreciated. Here I
must also include the eight parents from St. Mark's who I am
sure did not know what they had let themselves in for.
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To Central Orienteering Club (the hosts), thank you for your
work - I personally know of the many hours spent over many
months by some of you in the preparing of a brand new nap
especially for this event.
Finally, many thanks to the Principals for their encouragement
to the children. It was also great to see so many of you there
on the day.
Yours faithfully,

Leon J. McGivern
Convenor / C. of C. Orienteering
President, Central Orienteering Club

ON TRACK: T h e r e w e r e some lost children in Mangere yesterday as
the intermediate schools staged their orienteering championships. But
Glen Mackie (left), of Henderson, and Angela Chapman (Tuakau) knew
where they were going.

NZ HERALD
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BOYS' RESULTS

OF CHAMPIONS - ORIENTEERING
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ORIENTEERING
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CAN YOU BEAT EX-WORLD
CHAMP BERTIL NORMAN?

11

ARMCHAIR CHALLENGE

CAN YOU BEAT EX-WORLD CHAMP BERTIL NORMAN?

With this map study the course carefully, draw in handrails, attack points and other
essential details, and decide how you would approach each control. Then turn to
the text and see if you would have done as well as Bertil Norman.

ON COURSE

with ex-World Champ, Bertil Norman.

It is always important to practice map techniques even during off-peak times, so that
they're in the blood once the season is under way.
That's when quick decisions are
called for and when theoretical exercises of this type pay dividends. Below is how
I would run the course.
I have tried to make the run as natural as possible by
tackling problems just as I would during a real event.
I've also added a few coaching
comments for each leg.
All set? Then off I go!
Start to 1st control

Studying the control area, I can see that the knoll is situated
on a long rib which leads up from the track. I want to get up
there as quick as I can, so, if the marsh ahead of me looks wet
and heavy underfoot, I'll probably head to the right along the
track a bit before turning up on the rib.
When I'm up on the rib I can use it to guide me to the control.
In other words, I'll have extended the feature.
There isn't
much detail on the way, so I've got time to take a peek at the
next leg.
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Comment - At the start of a run I am anxious to get the orienteering
to go smoothly.
So I make myself refer to the map frequently.
also check the compass often so that I can develop a good sense
of direction for the run.
1 - 2
The re-entrant with the control looks easy enough, lying as it
does between two large hilly areas. I can see an approach from
the left from a couple of marshes into the control.
However,
there's not much detail there, so I plump for going straight ahead
where I get the benefit of more details on the map. I aim in
the general direction of the pond so that I meet the path behind
- which I follow to the marsh and then traverse the slope to
the control.
As there's not much in the way of detail here,
I keep an eye on the needle to help me stay on course.
2 - 3

The depression with the control is right by a steep slope 2 contours close together - which starts from the marsh to the north of the control. The
slope makes a good handrail into the last bit.
If I make for the big marsh with the
tower, I can use the re-entrant from there which means I'll have a handrail all the way.
Also, I can see an indistinct path to the left that goes into the control area. If I
use that, then here too, I'll be able to gain an easy approach from the hill just inside
the control ring.
Both routes seem good so I find it hard to choose. I decide to let
the lie of the land decide for me later.
After following the re-entrant and rounding
the first hill I'll be at a steep slope where I might be able to see the area towards
the tower.
If the terrain there looks good I'll go that way, otherwise I'll use the
track to lead me to the path.
Comment: - I quite often improvise on the way letting the terrain determine my final route
choice. But this musn't be overdone.
I don't just whizz off to where the going seems
easiest. Rushing away with no definite plan is the surest way to get into difficulties.

3 - 4
Here the character of the terrain changes - there is now plenty of
detail.
This is where it becomes important to keep it simple if
time is to be saved.
Therefore I make a rough analysis of the
details.
The re-entrant with the control lies at the tip of a spur
from the right. I aim for the general direction of the spur and
when I hit its upper parts I swing to the left and get the control.
On the way I only look out for the deep valley that I'll pass with
100m to go. I don't bother with the muddle of fine detail on the way
down from the 3rd.
It would be a waste of time trying to keep track
of it all.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR - Bertin Norman of IJK Hedemora, is one of Sweden's
all time greats in orienteering.
He crowned his career with a relay
WM gold in 1966.
Over the previous 21 years he captured countless
Swedish titles and even now, in his forties, he still tops his
age-group in Sweden.
He has written a book on orienteering technique
and, together with Arne Yngstrom, he is joint inventor of the
Norcompass, the thumb compass marketed by Silva.
4 - 5
The same technique of simplification is called for now.
A couple of
big hills and a large marsh are the most obvious features here and
there's no reason to concern myself with the small print, I aim for
the large marsh, and from this there's a deep re-entrant serving as a
handrail into the control.
Comment
- The risk involved in the use of rough compass bearings is that
it is too easy to rush on blindly and miss the feature aimed at thus
losing the advantage of simplification.
Checking the needle and taking
a quick look at the map now and then usually helps to avoid this problem.
5 - 6
Now I can see a sizeable hill amongst all the fine detail. I get there
first and then navigate very carefully along the narrow spur out to the
control. Studying the map closely, I notice that the control knoll is at
the end of a curly bit.
There's no reason to stop before the flat part
behind pops up, but to be certain I'll measure the distance and count
paces over the 100m from the big hill.
Comment - In finely detailed areas such as on legs to 4, 5, and 6 there
is time to be gained by sifting the details.
Developing the skill to
form a general impression of the picture the map presents is, however,
a matter of training, and it is here repayment is made for hours of
armchair map studies.
But it is also necessary to be able to change
down and use a more delicate style when required.
It is not always
possible to simplify all the way.
Careful navigation using the compass
close study of fine detail on the map and pacing are all skills that
must be resorted to at times.
Many competitors get irritated over the time it takes to
set the compass and measure distances, with the result that they often ignore these aspects
As for me, this presents no problem. I've always got my compass on the map and thus I'm
able to save time by doing these things simultaneously while reading the map.
6 - 7
A really hilly section this.
Here it's uphill with all the contours against me. There's
no escaping them, so best keep the suffering to a minimum and the shortest way. The actual
control re-entrant is easy - there's a steep face just to the left which makes a good
catching feature leading down to the marker.
There are also map-reading aids on the way
up the slope.
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Comment - The trouble with steep climbs is that
they usually lead to extreme muscle fatigue with
the result that all concentration flies out of the
head.
In this situation the race could be lost,
so it's advisable many times to walk up the "wall".
This can make it easier to stay on course uphill
as there'll then be plenty of time to spare for
keeping an eye on the needle.
7 - 8
Downhill.
Two steep slopes provide a warning that
it may be hard to get down.
I make for the
re-entrant between the cliffs and use the large
marsh as a reference.
I follow the map until I
catch sight of the marsh and I'm then led automatically into the re-entrant that shows the way
to the control.
Comment - Downhill runs often cause drifting off
the bearings because the going is easy. It's
hard to slow down and there's perhaps pressure to
regain time from earlier mistakes.
Important
here is to aim far ahead with the compass before
setting off.
On this leg, landing on the slope to the oeft of the marsh could lead to
trouble.
A miss here will generally take a good bit of time to put right.
8 - 9
Now to traverse a left-facing slope.
Studying the contour I look for handrails ahead.
I've got a good downhill run for more than half the leg but if I slip too far down left toward
the marshes and the track end, I'll lose height and have to clamber up the last bit. Therefore I choose to go right and take advantage of the tracks.
When I get to where the track
swings away steeply by the open marsh, I head up the slope.
I look out for the cliff on the
way, and keep on for the control area.
There, the marshes and the long hill gather me up.
From there I can just follow the foot of the hill round the control.
Comment - It's important to get a good "line" in the route choice, one that keeps going
forwards.
Another important point when it's hilly like this is to think in terms of climb.
On my route I saved about 30m climb.
9 - 10
Here there's a big hill
with lots of contour
lines on the way. The
only option for me is
to make for the track
to the left. An elite
orienteer might possibly
try traversing the slope
below the hill. Aiming
for the track, I make
sure I don't come out
too far to the left.
Otherwise the advantage
of this route choice
would be lost. Following
the track to the hill, I then use careful navigation to the control.
I take care to stop
a moment to turn my body in the right direction before leaving the track. This operation
takes a few seconds but it's time well spent.
Comment - the course planner's intention with a leg like this is to force the
change pace.
First top speed along the track then directly over to detailed
Many fall into the trap and try to run too fast. It's best to try and hold a
along the track.
If progress is a bit slow, there's time to prepare for the
way of gaining time.

runner to
orienteering.
steady pace
next leg, another
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10 - 11
On this leg too there's a track to the left.
But it's hardly worth using as I'd get too
much climb up to the control.
So I decide to stay on the flat area and go straight on.
Using the marsh as a reference point, I descend the slopes to the road.
From there I aim
for the ridge and then up the re-entrant between the knolls which makes it easy to find the
control.
11 - 12
Nice clear hills and marshes as rough reference points here.
The control's re-entrant
starts at the last marsh.
The track on the left is tempting but four contour lines to
climb up to the control serve to put me off.
Comment - Here I've used a series of obvious reference points on the way to the control.
Making a rough bearing and checking the map, I make for the control counting paces. I
always try to look ahead on the map so that I know what's coming up. A commentary might
sound like this: "big hill to the right - here it comes, track now - there it is,....etc.
and not like this: "Whoops' Here's a track - lets see where I am now then..." As long as
I find the finish now this should be a good run. I hope you had a good run too!
(Article originally published in the club magazine of IFK Hedemora and later Skogs Sport.
Translated from Swedish by John Hooker).
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SUUNTO PRESS RELEASE
NEW SIMPLE-TO-USE
FIELD COMPASS
A new field compass, using red, yellow and green markings to show
the direction to take, has been specially designed for people
that find conventional compasses difficult to use. The new compass
is so simple that anybody can use it, without error.
Suunto Oy, manufacturer, which produces over half a million different
types of precision compasses a year, say the new Suunto JES base
plate compass is a breakthrough in compass design.
Although it's reckoned over 1.5 million base plate compasses are
sold world-wide every year, field compass design has remained
the same for over fifty years.
But the company claims the JES, which can be used anywhere in
the world, is "revolutionary".
Designed for back-packers, boy scouts and girl guides, defence
forces, orienteers and campers, the JES is accurate, sturdy,
compact and colourful. Made of durable plastic, JES fits comfortably
into the palm of the hand.

The user takes only three easy actions to determine the direction
of travel. The compass is placed on the map with the red meridian
lines on the base plate aligned with the north-south meridian lines.
The green arrow is turned to the desired direction. Next, the compass
is held in the hand. Align the yellow part of the magnetic needle
to the yellow base plate mark and the green arrow will show the
direction to follow.

Suunto Oy, based in Finland, was founded in 1936, when it started
production of the world's first liquid-filled field compass.
Today, over 85 % of the production of marine, diving and handbearing compasses, height meters and clinometers is sold to 100
countries.
Suunto products are used world-wide by outdoor enthusiasts, defence
forces, underwater divers, Arctic, desert and jungle explorers.

The Suunto JES is being launched at ISPO (International Sports
Equipment Fair) Munich, West Germany between September 12-15, this
year. Suunto's stand is Hall 25, No. 25111.

More information: John Fowler's office
Suunto Oy or agent in the country

ORIENTEERING TIP
#
8.
MENTAL FLEXIBILITY

by Swampsox

If you do not find a control in spite of a correct
approach you should use other orienteering techniques, select
other attack points. It is senseless to attack three times from
the same cross-road intersection towards the control and not
find the control. Even if you are 300% convinced that it is the
right inter-section, it is necessary after a failed attempt to
use another attack point and thus change the visual picture.
Perhaps this will show that the 300% sure cross-road
inter-section, after all, was a mistake.
Orienteering Hint.
Don't be stubborn, be mentally flexible, choose other
attack points.

USING
THE SUUNTO JES
IS

SIMPLICITY
ITSELF:
A . Place the compass o n the m a p so that the
RED meridian lines o n the base plate are
aligned with the meridian lines (North-South)
o n the map. The texts o n the compass a n d
o n the m a p must be aligned.

B. Turn green a r r o w in the desired direction
(from control point to control point).

C. Take the compass in your h a n d keeping the
cord towards you. H o l d the compass so that
the YELLOW part of the magnetic needle is
aligned with the YELLOW mark o n the base
plate.
G o where the GREEN a r r o w indicates. Easy
to remember — the traffic lights:
RED - YELLOW — GREEN GO!
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THIS TIME NEXT YEAR
come

SOUTH

to

AUSTRALIA
for the

Jubilee 150 Orienteering

Carnival

AUG. 3 0 to S E P T . 7 1 9 8 6

Event 1 Sat.Aug.30

Warm up event

-

Adelaide Hills.

Event

2

Sun.Aug.31

S.A. STATE CHAMPS. - Adelaide Hills.
Undulating to fairly steep, gully-spur terrain;
areas of mature pines.

Event

3

Tues.Sep.2

BADGE
EVENT
- Flinders Ranges near Wilpena Pound.
Intricate gully-spur terrain in native pine forest.
A beautiful area set against the magnificent Wilpena
Pound scenery.

Event

4

Event5

Thurs.Sep.4

Fri.Sep.5

Event6

Sat.Sep.6

Event 7

AUST./N.Z. RELAYS & STATE STANDARD EVENT - Mid North
(120kmfromAdelaide). Undulating gully-spur terrain
in savannah woodland.
Warm up/Model event.
AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS & A./N.Z. CHALLENGE - Barossa Valley.
Complex granite terrain, mapped by top W. German mappers.

Sun.Sep.7

AUSTRALIAN
CLUB RELAYS - Adelaide Hills.
Undulating terrain of native forest and mature pines.

CARNIVAL CENTRES:
All events except Event 3 are within easy travelling distance of the Barossa Valley,
60km. north of Adelaide.
The Carnival Centre will be the Nuriootpa Caravan Park.
The location for Event 3 is 370km. further north and separate accommodation
arrangements need to be made.
See over for detailed information about the facilities available in both locations,
the alternatives available and booking arrangements.

ITINERARY:
Forthose taking part in all the events a suggested itinerary is as follows:
Fri. Sat. nights Aug.29, 30
Stay in Barossa Valley.
Sun. p.m.
Aug.31
Drive
north to Wilpena (4-5 hours).
Sun-Tues.nights
Aug.31-Sep.2 Stay at Wilpena - Sightseeing and Badge Event.
Wed.
Sep.3
Drive back to Barossa Valley - Sightseeing on the way.
Wed-Sat.nights
Sep.3-6
Stay in Barossa Valley.
For further information contact:
Accomodation Officer - Alan Wilson, Box 209, Nairne, 5252, ph.08 338 6161.
Carnival Organiser - Robert Smith, 11 Jane St., Willaston, 5118, ph.08 522 2078

ACCOMODATION INFORMATION
The BAROSSA VALLEY TOURIST PARK at Nuriootpa has been selected by the Jubilee 150
Orienteering Committee as the main accommodation centre for the Carnival and a range
of powered and unpowered caravan and tent sites as well as on-site Vans and Cabins
have been tentatively booked.
Competitors who require accommodation at this centre
should contact the Accommodation Officer - Alan Wilson, P.O. Box 209, Nairne, S.A.
5252 (Ph. 388 6161 (H) 276 4946 (W) ) indicating the type of accomodation required
and sending a booking fee, as per T a b l e 1, made payable to the "Barossa Valley Tourist
Park".
Note:

(1) Competitors who intend going to Wilpena would need to indicate the exact
dates that they would require accommodation at Nuriootpa.
(2) Competitors requiring On Site Vans or Cabins must book well before the end
of 1985.

Competitors who require alternative accommodation to that at the Main Centre, will
need to make their own arrangements. A range of Hotels and Motels, Cabins and Cottages
and Caravan Parks are available but competitors would need to book early. The following
is a list of accomodation available in the Barossa Valley.

Table 1
Unpowered sites - No booking
fee
Powered Sites - $ 6
On Site Vans
- $16
Cabins
- $20

NOTE:

These prices may vary.

The WILPENA CAMPING AND CARAVAN PARK (Ph. 086 480004) is the most central accommodation
for those competitors who choose to travel north for the Badge Event on September 2nd.
The Jubilee 150 Orienteering Committee will not be making any advanced bookings in
this area so competitors would need to book early as September is a peak time in the
tourist season in the Flinders Ranges.
Alternative accommodation in this area may
be available at Wilpena Pound Motel (Ph. 086 480004), Hawker Hotel/Motel (Hawker 95),
Outback Hotel (Hawker 111), Hawker Caravan Park (Hawker 46), Rawnsley Park Caravan
Park (086 480030), Rawnsley Park Cabins (086 480030), Yappala Flats (08 513635), Merna
Mora Holiday Homes (Hawker 622), Angorichina Caravan Park & Units (Angorichina 1),
Blinman Hotel (Blinman 2k), Blinman Caravan Park (Blinman 2k).
If people have some real difficulty in arranging their own accommodation, they should
contact the Accommodation Officer, who may be able to assist.

Club Secretary
Mrs J Roberts
182 Methuen Rd
Avondale
Auckland 7.
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